NVivo Classroom Licenses

Ensure your students are workplace ready by teaching with best-in-class technology.

NVivo is powerful software for qualitative data analysis.

NVivo Plus offers your institution the most advanced qualitative research technology. Whether it’s working on a dissertation, publication, funded research or teaching the next generation of experts, you’ll create positive change with NVivo – powerful software that helps deliver the most robust, defensible findings.

Lecturers, professors, students and researchers all over the world use NVivo to organize, manage and analyze their qualitative data from text, images, literature, video, surveys, social media and more.

Take advantage of our special classroom license offer*

The classroom license is a 12-month agreement and entitles your institution to:

- Install NVivo Plus on up to 20 named machines in one classroom or lab,
- Put two staff members through an NVivo certification course; and
- Provide students with access to purchase their own copy of NVivo at 10% off standard education pricing.

What people say about NVivo

Learn more about NVivo at qsrinternational.com/nvivo

*Terms and conditions apply